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MARKET COMMENTARY
FOURTH QUARTER 1996

Another Great Year for Equity Investors

After a sharp but very brief “mini-correction” in the middle of the year, 1996’s final quarter rounded out
another year for excellent overall investment returns for equity investors.  As depicted in the diagram
below, most of that final quarter performance occurred in November, apparently in quick response to
election results that returned a Democratic President to office and kept the Republicans in charge of both
houses of Congress.  Many believe that this is a formula for no significant disruption to the successful
domestic economy...but with a tilt toward greater budget discipline and an improved environment for
capital formation.  Whether specifically targeted (to certain types of investments and/or long holding
periods) or across the board, some capital gains tax relief appears on the near horizon.  And all three
versions of the Social Security reform commission’s recommendations call for some degree of equity
investment of accumulating Social Security funds.  All in all, a very positive environment for common
stock investments.

Meanwhile the market advance continues strong into the new year.  This may be an example of the January
effect: investment of year-end bonuses; renewal of 401(k) plan contributions and pent-up demand after
year-end tax selling or mutual fund tax distribution avoidance.  In any event, the recent outstanding
performance of the “market” continues to be highly concentrated in a relatively small number of large US
stocks.  In part his may be due to many new investors looking first to opportunities that are large, familiar,
and apparently relatively safe.

While we don’t believe that it is especially likely, it is important to recognize that the “market” could
dramatically decline, similarly, on the movement of relatively few stocks within just one asset class.
Further, a dramatic decline in any one asset class may result in short-term volatility in all equity asset
classes.  Virtually all of the portfolios we manage are devoted to multiple equity asset classes, poised to
benefit, in the long term, form a balanced approach to ownership of the productive enterprise, around the
world.

Bonds Left Out in the Cold

One of the big stories of 1995 was the very handsome performance of bond portfolios as long term interest
rates declined form around 8% to just under 6% at the end of 1995.  That performance did not repeat in
1996, as long rates rose to more than 7% and are now fluctuating upwards of 6.5%.  Many bond portfolios
suffered actual losses during the year as current yields failed to overcome market value drops caused by
these rising rates.  This had very little consequence in most of our clients’ portfolios.  Where we do hold
fixed income securities, they are typically held for specific, time-bound objectives that are to be funded in
the near term.  This permits the remainder of this portfolios to be devoted to the much stronger performance
expectations of equities over the long term.

The interest rate trend of 1996 does present two important reminders, however.  First, for all the
anticipation surrounding the Federal Reserve’s possible changes to short-term rates that consumed the
public and financial commentators over much of 1996, little media attention was paid to what the
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investment markets were doing to long-term rates.  These rates can have much greater impacts on corporate
finance and market valuation, as discussed below in our comments on valuation measures.

Second, it is important to recognize that the general trends of equity and bond markets diverged in 1996.
Unlike the prior year, when the markets moved in tandem, 1996 saw large cap equities soar while bond
values dropped.  That divergence cannot be sustained indefinitely.  Happily, the closure does not have to be
what some fear, a wrenching reversal of equity values and/or further increases in interest rates.  Instead, the
equity markets can settle down to much more modest rates of growth, consistent both with their historical
averages and with newly achieved valuation thresholds.  Similarly, interest rates can remain relatively
stable at current levels, with even tendency to decline from here over the long term.  While the risks to this
“Goldilocks” scenario (‘not too hot, not too cold”) are probably greater than a year ago, we don’t see any
obvious fundamental threats on the horizon.  We still consider positive equity market performance and
reasonably stable interest rates the most likely planning scenario.

Fund Watch

As 1996 came to an end, we undertook a few general transactions that we think will better position clients’
portfolios in both the short and long run.

First, we sold the Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets open-end fund and purchased the Morgan Stanley
Emerging Markets (MSF) closed-end fund to opportunistically capture a wider then normal discount (10-
12%) to net asset value available with MSF.

Why does such a large discount exist?  Finance professors spend lots of time puzzling over such pricing
inefficiencies; but, in our view, the recent underperfomance of emerging markets explains much of the
discount widening.  The average emerging market fund has returned –2.85% annually, over the last three
years.  While performance over the past year has been pretty good, many investors’ enthusiasm for this
nascent asset class has withered.  Ours has not.  As we’ve written in the past, we remain confident that the
superior relative growth prospects of these countries will reward investors with handsome returns over
time.

Therefore, we’re optimistic that emerging markets equities performance versus the US domestic and
mature international markets will improve in the future.  Perhaps, quite soon.  When it does, investors will
“rediscover” their attraction to these markets (institutional investors are already augmenting their allocation
to emerging markets) and may rush back in.  Their buying activity should allow us to garner an extra 10-
12% return as the discount is eliminated (or possibly goes to a premium!).  Meanwhile, until that or another
catalyst arrives, we’ll remain exposed to this asset class utilizing the same premier manager, Morgan
Stanley, as before.

Shifting form the near-term tactical to the long term, the other change we made this past quarter was to
replace Navellier Aggressive Growth with Barr Rosenberg US Small Cap.  We want to stress upfront
that this move was not the result of any adverse change in our opinion of Navellier.  We continue to believe
he is one the best quantitative, growth mangers available.  Rather, it reflected a recognition that our attempt
to exploit a “new fund effect” with Navellier Aggressive Growth had run its course

Regarding the “new fund effect,” some recent research has confirmed our intuition and judgement that such
an effect exists.  In the case of Navellier Aggressive Growth, the sharp correction that occurred in small
cap equities this past summer wiped away much of the “new fund” benefit, and by December, we
concluded that the remaining opportunity has substantially diminished.  Thus, when the opportunity to
invest with Barr Rosenberg developed, we decided the time was right to re-establish a more strategic long-
term portfolio position.

As mentioned above, we remain confident in our other Navellier exposure-Navellier Aggressive Small
Cap.  Despite a rough 4th quarter, this fund performed acceptably in 1996 (in general, it was difficult,
volatile year for small cap growth funds).  Further, Navellier Aggressive Small Cap is closed to most new
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investors and focuses on smaller companies than the Aggressive Growth fund-two characteristics we view
as long-term positives.

Meanwhile, we are very excited about the opportunity to invest in the Barr Rosenberg US Small
Capitalization fund.  We have met and conversed extensively with members of Rosenberg Institutional
Equity Management about his newly available mutual fund and lobbied Charles Schwab & Co. Inc. to add
the fund to its Mutual Fund Marketplace.  Barr Rosenberg, the lead manager of the fund, is truly a giant of
the investment profession.  A former finance professor at UC Berkeley, he has pioneered the application of
innovative quantitative techniques to the management of investment portfolios.  The track record of the
institutional small company fund that we’re now able to invest in has been truly outstanding.

Barr Rosenberg’s investment process involves the use of several sophisticated quantitative models to
systematically uncover the exploit inconsistencies in the way investors value companies.  The models are
used in conjunction with a detailed and through analysis of companies’ fundamental data to identify
underpriced securities and determine the correct selling price.  All of these models are continuously
updated in real time to reflect the latest information.

We think Barr Rosenberg’s disciplined and systematic investment approach has a great deal of merit.  The
risk-adjusted performance results of his portfolios have been very consistent over time and have handily
outperformed their benchmarks.  We also like the fact that his philosophy is very similar to ours in seeking
to exploit pricing inefficiencies in the domestic and international small cap areas of the equity markets.
Further, similar to our other domestic small company funds, this fund is not available to retail public,
greatly alleviating our concern about the effect of asset growth on future performance.

Another recent development involving one of our managers occurred at Neuberger & Berman Guardian,
the actively managed, value oriented, component of many clients’ large cap domestic exposure.  One of the
two lead managers, Larry Marx, is leaving the fund to focus exclusively on managing separate accounts.
Kent Simons, the other lead manager, remains and will be assisted by Kevin Riesen, a long-time senior
analyst who has been promoted to co-manager.

We are concerned any time there is a significant change in managers at a fund we have invested in.  The
addition of Marx in the late 1980s improved performance at the fund, so his departure creates some
uncertainty regarding the future.  Also, Kevin Riesen is relatively unknown and there are reports that
another manager will be added in the future.  On the plus side, these three men have worked together for
years so we’re reasonably confident there will be no material change in their investment process.  In
addition, Marx intends to communicate regularly with Simons and Risen to share ideas and research.
Finally, the Neuberger & Berman organization possesses considerable resources and talent to support the
new team.  Nevertheless, we plan to closely monitor this fund to gauge the impacts of this change.

Finally we’re pleased to note the generally excellent performance of our managers during the fourth quarter
and for calendar 1996.  For comparative purposes we present the following average returns for equity
mutual funds for the 4th quarter (in $US).  All performance data presented below and on the next page are
from Barron’s Quarterly Mutual Fund Report.

4th Quarter
1996

12 Months
to 12/31/96

Large Cap (S&P 500 Objective 8.22% 22.30%
Small Company Growth 2.50% 20.15%
International 3.90% 11.80%
International Small Company 2.80% 13.25%
International Emerging Markets 1.40% 11.20%

12 Months 3 Years
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4th Quarter
1996

to
12/31/96

Annualized to
12/31/96

Large Cap Domestic
Berkshire Hathaway 6.1 6.2 27.8
Guardian Stock Fund (Annuity) 9.6 25.4 17.7
Neuberger & Berman Guardian 9.0 17.9 16.1
Brandywine 6.9 24.9 19.3
Schwab 1000 7.6 21.6 18.4
Vanguard Index 500 8.4 22.9 19.6

Small Cap Domestic
      Growth and Earnings Momentum
      *      Navellier Aggressive Small Cap -6.7 12.7 N/A
              Navellier Aggressive Growth -3.8 22.6 N/A
      *      Barr Rosenberg US Small Cap 9.7 26.5 22.6
              Value Line Centurion (Annuity) 1.9 16.0 15.8

Value Orientation
      *      DFA Small Co. Value 7.8 22.3 17.0
      *      Heartland Value 6.5 21.0 16.9
      *      Mutual Discovery 7.7 25.0 18.5
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Core International
             Baillie Gifford (Annuity) 3.9 14.1 7.8
             Harbor International [Closed] 8.1 20.1 13.7
      *     Ivy International 7.6 19.7 11.9
             T. Rowe Price International Stock 4.8 16.0   8.6
             Warburg Pincus International Equity 3.7 10.6   6.9

Emerging Markets and
International Small Cap

Acorn International 4.1 20.7   8.1
Warburg Pincus Emerging Markets   0.8   9.9 N/A
Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets -2.2   6.3 N/A

*  Preferential access through K&F

New Perspectives on Valuation Measures

One result of the U.S. equity market’s strong and sustained advance during the nineties has been
the erosion of confidence in the predictive power of many traditional stock market valuation
indicators.

One prominent indicator whose forecasting reputation has been severely tarnished is the dividend
yield of the S&P 500 stock index.  The dividend yield is the ratio of dividends to stock prices.
Historically, investors have associated a low dividend yield for the S&P 500 (3% or less) with
relatively poor near-term market performance.  Conversely, a high dividend yield has been
present at the start of all the great bull markets of this century.  For most of this decade, however,
the dividend yield has been sending out false signals that the market is overvalued and ripe for a
plunge.  So far, the plunge in large company stocks has not occurred.  In fact, performance has
been exactly the opposite with the large cap equity market just turning in its best two year
performance since 1954-55!

Why has the dividend yield rule lost its predictive power?  The most common (and logical)
explanation is taxes.  Dividend payments are taxed as ordinary income at federal rates as high as
39.6%.  Conversely, capital gains are taxed at a maximum of 28%.  Other things being equal,
taxable investors should prefer to receive returns from common stock investments in the form of
capital gain.  One would expect corporations to recognize this preference and devote larger
portions of earnings to reinvestment in the corporate business and, where earnings are to be paid
out, to substitute the repurchase of their own stock for dividend payments.  Recent research
supports the notion that share repurchase activity has to some extent been taking the place of
dividends.  Adjusted for the effect of net share repurchases, the dividend yield is not as low as
reported in the financial press.

Another valuation measure that has alarmed some investors based on past history is the price to
earnings ratio (P/E).  The price to earnings ratio represents the price investors are willing to pay
for one dollar of earnings.  Investors sometimes simplistically associate high P/Es with very
vulnerable markets.  What they often fail to do is assess P/E ratios relative to interest rates.
During the nineties, stable prices and moderate economic growth have led to much lower long-
term interest rates.  This secular decline in long-term rates has permitted investors to apply lower
discount rates to improved corporate earnings and cash flows.  Since lower discount rates make
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any future earnings stream more valuable, they justify a higher P/E ratio for the market.  Of
course, rising interest rates have an opposite effect.  The point to remember is that equity markets
are forward-looking discounting mechanisms.  Merely extrapolating past relationships without
adjusting for current economic realties can lead to faulty conclusions.

In summary, we believe valuation indicators that primarily rely on data from past economic
environments, tax regimes, and modes of investor preference generally fail when the economic
paradigm shifts.  And relying on these indicators to time your market exposure is a classic
example of investing through a rear view mirror.

That said, we’re not unmindful that extreme readings form these valuation indicators can make
even the most steely long-term investor wary of committing capital to stocks.  The question
always arises, is now a good time to make equity commitments?  Given a long time horizon, the
dispassionate, probabilistic answer is yes.  However, investors are seldom purely rational
economic beings and implementing an investment program in the face of even admittedly flawed
warning signals is not a comfortable proposition.  That’s why we often employ a dollar-cost
averaging approach to clients’ newly available investment funds despite theory and historical
probability that argue for jumping in all at once.

The Consumer Price Index and “Keeping Up With the Joneses”

The Boskin Commission has studied the CPI as a measure of inflation and recently concluded
that the Consumer Price Index overstates the inflation rate by approximately 1.1% annually,
largely because it overlooks improvements in the goods and services it measures.  The great anti-
inflation czar, Alan Greenspan, has added his voice in support of a downward adjustment in the
measure.  This could bode well for the Fed not raising interest rates.  Moreover, in time, if the
general bond market adopts the sense of the Boskin Commission’s conclusion, interest rates could
durably decline as market participants demand lesser compensation for bearing inflation risk.

Several other results could follow from the recognition.  If the measure used by the government
to adjust future income tax brackets and pensions were decreased, the budget deficit could be
much smaller than it would otherwise be.  Social Security benefits would increase more slowly.
Investors could adopt a more confident interpretation for today’s high stock market valuations;
namely, that by overstating inflation, the statisticians have understated gains in domestic
productivity.  And individuals planning for the future may have to rethink the role of “inflation”
in their planning.

The conclusions and recommendations of the Boskin Commission are likely to capture significant
media and political attention during the next year.  To understand the issues and problems the
Commission considered, it may be useful to understand what the CPI does and how that differs
from what a “cost of ‘living well” might do.

The CPI measures changes in the costs consumers pay for a fixed basket of goods.  To calculate
the CPI, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) interviews consumers around the country each
month and calculates the cost of buying the predetermined goods and services.  The basket
consists of expenditures on food, housing, clothing, transportation, medical care, entertainment
and other items.  The CPI increases whenever the basket of goods, in the aggregate, costs more in
one period than in the previous period (the CPI has not decreased since 1954).  In reporting
increases in the CPI, media commentators are prone to say that “the cost of living” has increased.
But there are several reasons why that’s not necessarily the correct conclusion to draw.
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First, the basket of goods whose prices are monitored by the BLS may not be representative of the
actual things people spend their money on from time to time (their living expenses).  People’s
lifestyles aren’t defined by a static basket of goods.  Instead, their consumption patterns shift
constantly as new goods and services are offered, as societal norms evolve, as fashions change,
and in response to changes in relative prices.  Because the CPI merely monitors the changes in
prices of a number of specific goods, it fails to capture several important features of consumer
decision-making.

In the famous example, consumers buy more chicken when the price of beef increases relative to
that of chicken.  In addition, consumers are constantly incorporating completely new products
into their “lifestyles”.  The BLS does reconstruct its market basket, but only once every ten years.
That relatively static basket of goods is probably a poor proxy for the extremely dynamic
spending patterns of most Americans.

The usefulness of the CPI is further diminished because it ignores changes in quality while it
painstakingly counts changes in cost.  While an apple form yesteryear may be directly
comparable to an apple today, that’s not the case for most manufactured goods.  For instance, an
automobile today is safer, more durable and fuel efficient, and requires less maintenance than an
automobile from the 1960s.  This is true for computers, medical care, and just about everything
else under the sun.  In light of these shortcomings, it’s easy to see why the CPI is criticized as a
barometer of the cost of living, let alone a cost of “living well.”

A “cost of living well” measure ought to measure the cost of maintaining a relative level of
consumption (a lifestyle comparable to contemporaneous peer consumers) over time.  The
difficulty is that the elements of that lifestyle shift over time, as a result of consumer
substitutions, technological improvements, and, importantly, changes in fashion.

Consider the entertainment component of the CPI.  The cost of going to the movies has been a
component of the CPI for decades.  The current CPI does an adequate job of measuring the
change in ticket and food prices (but now there’s the new cost of buying tokens for the video
arcade for your children!) from one year to the next.  But how should the CPI account for the
home video phenomenon?  If the experience of seeing a film at the cinema is interchangeable
with the home video experience, then the cost of entertainment has declined.  If not, how much of
the reduction in cost is attributable to the lessening of the experience?  When a well-to-do person,
eager to deploy current technology, spends $50,000 on a home entertainment complex, complete
with surround sound and multi-media computers, should the expenditure be counted as an
increase in housing costs or as a decrease, given the satisfaction it will provide?

This example highlights a key point for our clients and for us as financial advisors.  The CPI, or
whatever comes along to replace it, is at best a flawed measure of the cost of maintaining one’s
relative lifestyle over time.  As we help our clients plan to achiever their financial objective of
maintaining or enhancing their current lifestyle in the future, we must keep in mind that this goal
does not refer to the ability to buy today’s lifestyle tomorrow.  Instead, it refers to the ability to
buy whatever goods and services a client’s lifestyle will demand five…or twenty-five years from
now.

No one can anticipate what one will consider an “indispensable” part of an affluent lifestyle in the
future.  The candidates may not even by on the drawing board yet.  It may be de rigeur in the
future to have laser surgery instead of contact lens or, someday, even to have silicon wafers
implanted in one’s brain in lieu of carrying around a clunky personal computer!  The issue then is
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not to maintain the wherewithal to buy the last decade’s affluent lifestyle but to be able to afford
whatever may come to be the “necessities” of a comfortable, fashionable lifestyle in the decades
ahead.

It’s not clear to us that it will ever be possible to develop an “index” to measure, let alone predict,
such costs.  Consequently, as you make financial decisions regarding funding your future lifestyle
requirements, be mindful of the likelihood of a disconnect – less…or more – between the CPI (or
some replacement for it) and your future cost of “living well.”  If that future cost reflects the
impact of innovation and quality enhancements, it maybe greater than the CPI – adjusted cost.
So, to err on the side of caution, surprisingly perhaps, one’s long term investments are best
focused primarily on the equity side of the investment spectrum.  There, innovation and
productivity enhancements are rewarded…in the aggregate and over time…with greater
investment returns.  Enough return to better ensure sufficient resources to afford those changes in
lifestyle costs.
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